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MESSAGE from the PRESIDENT
Emily B. Sego
DNP, RN, NEA-BC
Over the past few weeks,
I have spent a great amount
of time deeply reflecting
on the social injustices
that exist in our country
and the relationship these
injustices have on the nursing
profession. I personally have
struggled about what to say
and how to say it because I
am a white female nurse who
fits within the majority ethnic
makeup (90.7%) of all nurses
in Indiana.
As nurses, all lives matter to us, but recent
events have brought much needed attention and
focus on black lives and the social injustices they
endure. Being a white female nurse, I will never
experience the day to day struggles that my black
nurse colleagues face. I cannot imagine walking into
work and being the only minority nurse on my shift. I
cannot imagine being asked to leave a patient’s room
because of the color of my skin. I cannot imagine an
organized hate group coming to my workplace and
threatening me. I cannot imagine being turned away
from nursing school because of my race. I cannot
imagine being pulled over repeatedly on my way
to work at a doctor’s office located in an all-white
community. These are all real examples that were
shared with me by some of my black nurse peers.
In December, I attended the ANA Leadership
Summit where I learned about unconscious bias.
Unconscious bias, also known as implicit bias, are
stereotypes that people form outside of their own
conscious awareness. We all have unconscious

biases that are shaped by the media, how we were
raised, our educational backgrounds, our religious
beliefs, our work, and general life experiences.
You might hear nurses say, “I have a group of very
diverse friends, so I am not biased” or “I am a nurse
and take care of a diverse population of patients so
I am not biased.” However, more than 30 studies
relevant to unconscious bias have been published
and indicate that racial bias is prevalent in healthcare
and holds significant influence over clinical decision
making. The truth is, injustice in healthcare remains
despite national efforts to better understand social
determinants of health and the lack of access to care
in the black community.
My call to action for Indiana nurses is this, listen
to one another, keep the dialogue going, seek to
understand, educate yourself and others, and assess
your own unconscious biases. Look within your
healthcare systems for the obvious and unconscious
actions we take when we provide the care needed
by all people. Listen to the real stories of those
patients not only within the walls of hospitals and
medical offices, but also to the communities and
zip codes we serve. Be the voice when you are amid
clinical decision making. Recognize how minority
nursing students are treated and how our curriculums
support changes needed in healthcare. You have
the responsibility to be the change agent in your
environment. Volunteer to serve on local, state
and national committees, taskforces, boards then
promote and advocate for the changes necessary for
health equity. Most importantly, speak up and speak
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out against social injustices that impact our fellow
black nurses and our black communities. Lastly,
I encourage all of you to read ANA president, Dr.
Ernest Grant’s, statement on racism, brutality, and
violence against black communities on ANA’s website
NursingWorld.org (https://bit.ly/3gJGlkw).
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CERTIFICATION CORNER
Sue Johnson
This column is a special
one as nursing and our country
face challenging times. Zaida
Ortiz MSN, RN, CTN-B has a
message we need to hear. Here
is her story:

Nursing chapter was about nine hours away so I decided
to apply to have Transcultural Nursing chapter here. In
2018, our chapter gained official status and I became a
certified transcultural nurse. We have a few members
in our chapter who are currently preparing for the exam.
Presently only three of us are certified. The Transcultural
Nursing Society’s website holds a plethora of information
and resources to assist anyone who is interested in the
certification in the field transcultural nursing. With so
much health disparities, it is important we understand the
needs of the people we serve and how to provide the best
care possible that is evidence-based. Racism, prejudice,
and implicit bias has no place in nursing. The best way to
prove we care about the people we serve is by becoming
a certified transcultural nurse. I leave with a quote
from Dr. Madeleine Leininger, “If human
beings are to survive and live in a healthy,
peaceful and meaningful world, then nurses
and other health care providers need to
understand the cultural care beliefs, values
and lifeways of people in order to provide
culturally congruent and beneficial health
care (as cited by Busher Betancourt, 2016,
p.2). Stay safe and well everyone. I pray for
better days.

Hello my name is Zaida
E. Ortiz. I work in Northeast
Indiana as a Community School
Based RN. I hold a Master
of Science degree in nursing
education from IWU. I am a certified Transcultural Nurse
and the president of the Transcultural
Nursing chapter in our city. I became
a nurse because I wanted to help heal
people just as my great-grandmother,
had done as a curandera/santiguadora
(traditional healer), back in my homeland.
During my studies, I learned about the
nursing theorist Dr. Madeleine Leininger’s
work in the field of Transcultural nursing.
I became intrigued about her travels and
experiences with ethnic cultures back in
Blessings,
the 1950’s. The connection she made
Zaida
how health is influenced by cultural
Zaida E. Ortiz
practices and her willingness to help heal
References
people and improve their health by providing culturally
appropriate congruent care astounded me. Dr. Leininger Busher Betancourt, D. A. (2016). Madeleine Leininger
and the Transcultural Theory of Nuring. Retrieved from
was a visionary and founded the Transcultural Nursing
https://engagedscholarship.csuohio.edu/cgi/viewcontent.
Society in 1974 with the mission, “to enhance the quality
cgi?article=1020&context=tdr
of culturally congruent, competent, and equitable care
TCNS.org (2020). Transcultural Nursing Advancing Culture Care
that results in improved health and wellbeing for people
Worldwide. Retrieved from https://tcns.org/
worldwide” (tcns.org, 2020). The communities we serve
are so diverse both ethnically and culturally. Naturally, it
Thank you, Zaida, for sharing your story with us!
just made sense if I wanted to better myself and provide
the best care possible, that is evidence-based culturally
Do you want to share your certification story with your
appropriate and congruent to the people I serve, I needed
colleagues? It may encourage them to join you! Please contact
to learn more. Unfortunately, the nearest Transcultural
me at SueJohn126@comcast.net to share your experiences!
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Director of Nursing
Asbury Towers Retirement Community, located in Greencastle, Indiana, is
searching for a Director of Nursing to direct our SNF/AL Nursing Department.
Individual must possess a current, unencumbered, Indiana license as a Registered
Nurse and have graduated from an accredited school of nursing. A minimum of
three years experience as a supervisor and six months experience in rehabilitative
and restorative nursing practices is required.
Please forward your resume to: Asbury Towers Retirement Community

hr@asburytowers.com

Attn: Kris Beck, Human Resources
102 W Poplar St, Greencastle, IN 46135

Visit our website at: www.asburytowers.com
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CEO NOTE
We Need You!
Katherine Feley, DNP, RN, NE-BC, CPPS
Chief Executive Officer
What a year 2020 is turning out to be! Is your glass half
full or half empty? I recommend re-setting your goals as we
transition to the latter half of the year, both personally and
professionally. How do you plan to finish out 2020?
It is an election year and this election will be a driver for how
we close 2020 and begin 2021. Have you thought about who
you will be voting for, and more importantly as you re-set your
focus, have you thought about what you stand for?
Advocacy comes in many forms. It can be a lot to swallow at
once and to be honest, I’m still chewing. The more I chew on
it, the more I like it and the more I crave. While we are focused
on elections, I encourage you, if you have not already, hop onto
NursesVote.org. It is a one stop shop to fulfill that hunger when you don’t know exactly
what you are looking for. You can review candidates and their work in advancing the
nursing profession and healthcare, ANA’s nursing priorities, learn more about voting and
even complete your registration to vote, and learn more about how to get involved.
I want to remind you that political advocacy is not the only flavor out there. I have
learned over time and through mentorship that advocacy is what you want it to be. When
I break down the bites into smaller pieces, I do find it easier to chew. I consider there to
be multiple ways to support what you believe in; political, professional, personal, and self.
In many ways they all melt together, but they can also be separated.
Last Bulletin, I shared my gratitude for the nursing passion that keeps our lamp lit.
Your engagement with ISNA represents your passion for professional advocacy. It is one
way in which you can actively learn and engage with your peers and nursing supporters to
better our profession. We have had many new members join us over the last few months
and many started by reaching out and asking, “how do I get more involved.” (Thank
you! I’m glad you’re here!) ISNA offers many opportunities to share your professional
advocacy. If you haven’t joined us as a member, I encourage the first step in your
professional advocacy to join the 2,670 #IndianaNurses that are using their voice to
promote and influence the care we give and receive. All ISNA members are welcome to
join our ISNA Board Meetings, next up and tentatively scheduled for Sept 17th, as well
as take part in our ISNA Political Action Committee led by Blayne Miley, our Policy and
Advocacy Director.

As we discuss advocacy throughout this Bulletin, and as we reflect upon what 2020 has
offered us, I ask how you are advocating for your personal beliefs? Nursing is a multifaceted
profession and there are multiple ways in which personal interests can be entwined. What
ignites you as a person with or without your nursing cap? What has been the conversation at
your dinner table? Social Justice, Gun Safety, Public Safety, Education…
In order to advocate for what we believe in politically, professionally, and personally; we
must first believe in ourselves. When was the last time you advocated for your own self? I
know 2020 has come in quite strong and, has personally left me feeling a bit deflated. We
are working through some complex issues and in a complicated environment. Have you taken
time to reflect and plan for your own support and selfcare? I remind my own self what Eleanor
Brown has told us, “Rest and self-care are so important. When you take time to replenish your
spirit, it allows you to serve others from the overflow. You cannot serve from an empty vessel.”
Every day we are learning of new mental health resources and opportunities to work on our
self-love. Resources are available for us; a few examples are offered through ANA’s Well-Being
Initiative. We need the support. We are all facing the reality of an interesting year and there
are still a lot of unknowns ahead of us.
2020 still has the propensity to be our best year yet; a year of displacement that leads us
to innovation, invention, and much needed improvements. Afterall, it is the designated Year of
the Nurse and Midwife! We need your advocacy now more than ever, and most importantly,
we need you to advocate for your well-being. Please do not hesitate to reach out for
assistance. At ISNA, we are advocating for you!

Currently hiring faculty in
Cincinnati for all specialty areas.
We change the life of one to care
for the lives of many
Student Success, Institutional Excellence, Relationships,
Stewardship
Galen College is currently hiring expert educators and
committed professionals in all areas of expertise whose
guidance and experience contribute to the success of
thousands of students entering the nursing field every year.
Must have MSN, DNP or PhD degree

galencollege.edu/careers
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POLICY PRIMER
Blayne Miley, JD
Director of Policy and Advocacy
bmiley@indiananurses.org
Interim Study Committee
Topics
On
May
13th,
the
Legislative Council of the
Indiana General Assembly
convened
remotely
to
announce this year’s interim
study committee topics.
As you can imagine, the
primary focus this year is
COVID-19. Virtually every
state agency is being tasked
with making a pandemic
impact presentation to the interim study committee
that is most relevant to their subject matter.
Specifically, each agency is assigned to provide the
following:
1) Overview of which, if any, operations or
services were reduced or suspended during the
COVID-19 pandemic, including the following
information:
(a) Whether the suspension or reduction
was required by an Executive Order or an
internal agency decision?
(b) To the extent applicable, include citations
for the laws, rules, and policies affected by
or authorizing the reduction or suspension.
(2) Overview on preparations to address future
emergencies and recovery from emergencies
based on the state agency’s experience
with the COVID-19 pandemic. To the extent
applicable, include citations for the laws,
rules, and policies that are affected by or
authorize the preparations.
(3) Recommendations, if any, for legislation that
may be needed to help ensure the agency is
prepared to address future emergencies.
(4) Recommendations, if any, for legislation to
permanently repeal or modify any regulations
or laws that were or are partially or fully
suspended due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The agencies assigned to present to the Interim
Study Committee on Public Health, Behavioral
Health, and Human Services are:
• Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH)
• Indiana Family and Social Services
Administration (FSSA)
• Indiana Department of Child Services (DCS)

ONLINE convenience,
QUALITY education

We offer over 30 continuing education
programs for health professionals
From anticoagulation therapy to wound
management. Designated contact hours
for pharmacology for APRNs! Learn your
way with live, independent study, online
interactive, and hybrid programs.

Education in Your Own Time and Place

http://www.usi.edu/health/center-for-healthprofessions-lifelong-learning/certificate-programs/
877-874-4584
In support of improving patient care, the University of
Southern Indiana Center for Health Professions Lifelong
Learning is jointly accredited by the Accreditation
Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME), the
Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE),
and the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), to
provide continuing education for the healthcare team.

Also relevant to nursing would be the Professional
Licensing Agency (PLA), which is going to present
to the Interim Study Committee on Government and
the Department of Workforce Development (DWD),
which is going to present to the Interim Study
Committee on Employment and Labor.
On the Indiana General Assembly website (iga.
in.gov), under the Committees tab, you can access
the pages for each interim study committee, which
will have agendas and videos of the meetings once
they are available.
The members of the Interim Study Committee
on Public Health, Behavioral Health, and Human
Services are:
• Rep. Cindy Kirchhofer - chair
• Sen. Ed Charbonneau - vice chair
• Sen. Vaneta Becker
• Sen. Mike Bohacek
• Sen. Jean Breaux
• Sen. Frank Mrvan
• Sen. Victoria Spartz
• Sen. Mark Stoops
• Rep. Steve Davisson
• Rep. Dale DeVon
• Rep. Ryan Hatfield
• Rep. Robin Shackleford
• Rep. Vanessa Summers
• Rep. Dennis Zent
Policy Responses to the COVID-19 pandemic
On June 25th, the American Nurses Association
coordinated a nationwide grassroots advocacy effort
by nurses and nursing students. The messaging
asked members of Congress to focus on rebuilding
the public health workforce and infrastructure by
funding community-based care and the CDC so our
nation can better withstand the COVID-19 pandemic
and the next national health crisis and build towards
a future of strength. Specifically, nursing advocates
requested that Congress:
• Provide $100 million to fund infrastructure
development for community-based care,
including teaching health centers and mental
health centers.
• Provide $500 million to the Centers for Disease
Control and Protection (CDC) to improve the
capabilities of the agency and public health
departments relating to information technology,
data, and data systems.
• Improve core public health infrastructure at
CDC and public health departments, which
includes; workforce capacity and competency,

laboratory systems, health information systems,
communications, financing, and other relevant
components.
For much of the COVID-19 pandemic, Indiana
has been operating under a declared public health
emergency. Under Indiana Code 10-14-3-11, the
Governor of Indiana is granted additional authority
during a public health emergency. The Governor can
suspend regulations and issue orders limiting the
movement of the public to address the situation.
This additional authority also allows government
agencies to suspend regulations. Indiana regulations
governing nursing that have been modified during
the public health emergency include:
• APRNs with prescriptive authority currently do
not have to engage in chart review with their
collaborating practitioner. When the executive
order ends, APRNS will need to resume this
practice. Because the chart review requirement
contains a minimum quota of 5% of prescribed
patients, APRNs will need to be vigilant for the
date the executive order ends. From that date
on, prescribed patients will count toward the
pool from which the 5% of charts sent to the
collaborating practitioner is calculated.
• Indiana Code 16-27-1-16 is waived, allowing
home health agencies to accept written orders
for home health services from any licensed
physician, nurse practitioner, clinical nurse
specialist, or physician assistant acting within
the scope of their practice. When the public
health emergency ends, home health agencies
once again will not be able to accept orders
from NPs, CNSs, or PAs.
• Prelicensure nursing graduates are able to
obtain a temporary nursing license during the
pandemic. When the executive order ends, they
will no longer have any authority to practice
nursing until they obtain a nursing license.
Thus, they must continue the process of
obtaining a full nursing license during this time
to avoid a prolonged gap in ability to practice
once the executive order lapses.
I want to emphasize that one of the specific items
for government agencies to report to the interim
study committees is whether any of the suspended
regulations should be permanently maintained.
Therefore, any data or anecdotal evidence of the
benefits of suspending the APRN restrictions listed
above, definitely should be shared with your two
state legislators and/or the members of the Interim
Study Committee on Public Health, Behavioral
Health, and Human Services.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the standards
of practice for nurses remain the same. Nothing
in these Indiana Administrative Code sections
speak to a change in standards during an
emergency. The Board of Nursing does not provide
advisory guidance. They have broad discretion
in interpreting how these standards apply to
any disciplinary matter before them. Nurses are
facing unusual circumstances in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. It is important to remember
that the standards of nursing practice remain
the same. Additionally, the ISNA website has
links to various COVID-19 information resources
(www.indiananurses.org/covid-19), including the
American Nurses Association and the Indiana State
Department of Health.
Indiana joins Nurse Licensure Compact
On July 1st, Indiana became an active participant
in the Nurse Licensure Compact administered by
the National Council of State Boards of Nursing
(NCSBN). That means nurses licensed in thirtytwo other states are able to practice nursing in
Indiana under their home state license, no longer
needing an Indiana nursing license. Indiana nurses
will need to take a proactive step for their Indiana
nursing license to enable them to practice in those
thirty-two states. They will have to apply through
the Indiana State Board of Nursing (www.in.gov/pla/
nursing.htm) for the multi-state privilege, including a
$25 fee.
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ISNA Actuality vs
Bylaws
At ISNA, we believe in transparency and keeping
our members informed, especially when we have
made a mistake. We would like to inform you of
an error realized in our practice in relation to our
2015 ISNA Bylaws. It is the CEO’s, Board’s, and
Nominating Committee’s responsibility to validate we
are functioning in accordance with our written rules
of operations as stated in our bylaws.
We have realized our error occurred during our
2019 Annual Meeting and elections process. Per our
2015 ISNA Bylaws, ARTICLE VII:
SECTION 6. The ISNA shall have elected
representatives and alternates to the ANA
Membership Assembly who shall be elected by the
official ballot of the ISNA.
a) One representative
President, and

to

ANA

shall

be

the

b) The alternate for the President shall be the
Vice-President.
c) The second representative shall be elected
according to ISNA policy.
d) Additional alternates shall be elected according
to the number of votes received.
e) …
During the 2019 ISNA Elections, we filled two
positions as delegates for the 2020 & 2021 ANA
Membership Assembly, one of which was not our
President as our bylaws state:
• Jennifer Embree, Delegate
• Denise Monahan, Delegate
• Sandy Fights, Alternate
The 2020 Membership Assembly has occurred
virtually. While registering for ISNA representation,
we realized our error. The great news is, we were
not lacking in representation! Our final votes were
placed by our 2020 nominated delegate team with
open discussion and through the guidance of our
President. We are appreciative of the engagement of
our elected delegates, alternate, and President.
We will continue to work with the 2019
nominated team as we prepare for the 2021
Assembly. At this time, we do not have plans to
rename our delegate positions to match our 2015
Bylaws, but will continue to move forward under the
guidance and partnership with our President.
As we reviewed our journey and guiding documents,
we learned a few facts in which we thought we would
share:
DID YOU KNOW?
 Bylaws are the second to last step in the
hierarchy of association guidance.
1. State Statute
2. Articles of Incorporation
3. Association Bylaws
4. Association Policy
 The national Membership Assembly is the
governing and official voting body of ANA.
 The Indiana State Nurses Association has
at least two out of 400 total votes at the
American Nurses Association Membership
Assembly.
 Our allotment of votes is based upon the size
of our membership and dues.
 Each vote is placed by a state association
“delegate” elected by the state’s membership.
 The ISNA Annual Meeting is based on the
activity of the ANA Membership Assembly.
We are currently reviewing our Bylaws for
necessary revisions, including who and how we
represent ISNA at the national assembly. Future
revisions will be shared with our membership this
fall for final approval. Please let us know if you
have any additional questions or concerns about
this mistake or actions taken. We appreciate your
understanding!
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“Pillar Power”
Beth Townsend, EdD, RN, EBP-C
ISNA Board of Directors Vice President
The Pillar Power of Advocacy
Mission, vision, and core values statements are
developed by organizations to explain their purpose and
direction and to guide decision-making, problem-solving,
and prioritizing. Although the relationship between the
ISNA mission, vision, and values, was examined in an
earlier edition of the 2020 Bulletin a brief revisiting of the
ISNA pillars is warranted to preface today’s discussion.
Pillars drive and direct the mission, strategic plans
and values of an organization. The ISNA pillars include
unity, advocacy, professionalism, and leadership. These
cornerstones of the ISNA’s work are powerful because
they facilitate the translation of the mission into action.
For example, in the spring 2020 Bulletin, the concept
of evidence-based practice was explored as a way for nurses to operationalize
the pillar of professionalism. Now we will turn our attention to the ISNA pillar of
advocacy and what it means for nurses to engage in political advocacy. The
multiple complexities inherent in health policy-making, the legislative process,
healthcare reform (and a plethora of other issues and topics related to advocacy)
preclude an extensive discussion of policy and politics in healthcare in this
segment. This article will offer a basic discussion of political advocacy, why and
how nurses need to participate in the policy-making process, and catalysts and
barriers to nurse involvement in legislative change initiatives.
Advocacy Defined
The American Nurses’ Association (ANA, 2015a) defines advocacy as “the act
or process of pleading, supporting or recommending a cause or course of action.
Advocacy may be for persons (whether an individual, group, population or society)
or for an issue such as potable water or global health” (p. 41). Most nurses do
think of advocacy as integral to the profession because they routinely advocate for
individual patients in healthcare organizations but nurse advocacy in the political
arena is considered and practiced to a much lesser extent. A singular focus on
individual patient advocacy overlooks systemic problems that can cause harm to all
patients (Mahlin, 2010). Hopefully, this article will enhance your understanding of
advocacy and encourage your involvement.
The Call to Advocacy
Professional obligation.
Every nurse has a professional responsibility to advocate for health equity, social
justice, and the advancement of nursing practice. The ISNA pillar of advocacy
states that we work “to contribute to the development and implementation of
health-related policy at the local, state, and national level.” In the Code of Ethics
for Nurses (ANA, 2015a), provision 8 asserts that nurses must “… collaborate
with other health professionals and the public to protect human rights, promote
health diplomacy and reduce health disparities” (p.31). The ANA’s Nursing: Scope
and Standards of Practice (2015b) indicates that it is the nurse’s responsibility to
advocate at multiple levels, including the nursing profession, society, and patients.
In 2011, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) made a call to action for nurses to “…
have a voice in health policy decision making and be engaged in implementation
efforts related to healthcare reform” (RWJ Future of Nursing Initiative, 2011).
However, before we can effectively use the political arena to pursue advocacy
efforts, we need to have an understanding of how we can become involved in the
system (Mason, Gardner, Outlaw, & O’Grady, 2016).

Gallup Indian Medical Center
Now, more than ever, we appreciate and value your
compassionate and loyal care to our community.
Thank you!
We are hiring Registered Nurses!

79 Bed, Baby Friendly, Trauma III designated hospital
bordering the Navajo Nation in Gallup, NM.
Med/Surg, OB/L&D, ICU, Ambulatory Care, ER, Peds, Periop
& other specialty positions available.

We offer:
Competitive Salaries
Relocation
Recruitment/Retention Incentives
Loan Repayment

Contact:

Myra Francisco, RN – Nurse Recruiter

505.726.8549 | myra.francisco@ihs.gov
http://bit.ly/gsu-rn

I.H.S. is required by law to give absolute preference to qualified Indian applicants. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Discipline-specific knowledge and experience.
Nurses comprise the largest segment of healthcare providers, spend significantly
more time with patients than other providers, and experience the direct impact of
changes in policy and legislation. These realities position them to make significant
contributions to improving the cost, quality, and access to health care (Patton, Zalon,
& Ludwick, 2019). Nurses need a seat at the legislative tables where healthcare
decisions are made to contribute the specialized knowledge, experiences and
insights that other members are unable to provide (Maryland & Gonzalez, 2012;
Porche, 2019). Although many nurses feel ill-equipped to function effectively in
the political arena, there are multiple skills that nurses develop in clinical roles that
are transferrable and applicable to political advocacy. Nurses are versatile, critical
thinkers who are able to grasp complex issues. Skills in communicating with diverse
populations, prioritizing, problem-solving, collaborating and decision making are
components of nursing practice and essential to the provision of safe, high-quality
patient care. Because of their specialized knowledge, credibility, and broad range of
skills and abilities, nurses are uniquely situated to influence policy and politics.
Barriers to involvement in political advocacy.
There are several reasons that nurses avoid engagement in policy-making.
“Politics” has a negative connotation to many nurses who equate it with manipulation
and favoritism and thus are reluctant to participate. There may also be a lack of basic
knowledge of the political process and how to navigate a system that is perceived
to be complex and confusing (Mason, et al., 2016; Patton et al., 2019). Although
multiple resources are available to facilitate nurses’ involvement in policy-making,
many are unaware of their existence or how to access the information and support
that could bridge the knowledge gap between healthcare and politics. The absence of
understanding advocacy in the public sector coupled with a lack of time and energy of
already overextended nurses serves as a primary barrier to political involvement. The
first, essential step to mitigating these barriers is to capitalize on your self-directed
learning skills through research, reading, and reflection.
Now what? Suggestions for getting involved
Start with the ISNA and ANA websites
Advocacy efforts of the ISNA include protecting the profession of nursing in
Indiana as explained in the “policy” section of the ISNA website.
“ISNA monitors legislation and proposed rules changes at the state level. Each
session of the Indiana General Assembly the Indiana State Nurses Association
tracks over 100 bills that have an impact on Indiana’s nurses. In addition, we
attend hearings and study commission meetings and provide expert testimony to
committees and review groups. ISNA staff and lobbyists are at the Indiana State
House every day the legislature is in session and during any meetings throughout
the year where the nursing profession is discussed. We also keep our members
informed about pending legislation at the federal level which is monitored by the
American Nurses Association” (ISNA, 2016).
The following suggestions are ways to actualize the pillar of advocacy (Mason, et al., 2016).
1. Advance your understanding of policy and politics by perusing the ANA and
ISNA websites. For example, you can find out how a bill becomes law, the dates
of legislative events, opportunities for involvement, and a “Policy Toolkit” that
includes a wonderfully informative video-taped tutorial delivered by Blayne Miley
JD, Director of Policy and Advocacy for the ISNA.
2. Find your legislators and take the time to examine the Indiana General
Assembly website (iga.in.gov).
3. Determine which level of advocacy involvement is the most feasible for your
work/life situation. Share your thoughts and ideas with a mentor.
4. Engage in self-directed learning. Start by reading the articles/books on the
reference list.
5. Identify a topic, problem or issue you feel strongly about that requires a change
in the status quo and start reading to explore the arguments that support and
oppose the issue. Many passionate advocates begin their political involvement
by championing a cause related to a personal or professional experience. For
example, to advocate for legislation to improve the health status of patients with
a particular disease such as Parkinson’s or diabetes.
6. Join a professional organization related to your practice specialty. Many offer
toolkits, training materials, legislative briefs and mentoring.
7. Write an email to your legislators supporting or opposing an issue. Use the
email template provided in the ISNA website.
Becoming adept at political advocacy requires experience, practice, and a working
knowledge of government and policy-making as well as the issues that call for nursing
advocacy. The ISNA will support you! Begin to satisfy your professional responsibility
to advocate for healthcare reform by reflecting on which causes evoke strong feelings.
You will find a plethora of advocacy issues on the ISNA website, in the ISNAbler and
numerous other sources if you are looking for suggestions. Your passion will guide
your level of involvement. Just remember that your voice matters, no matter how loud
you speak. Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter –
Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Nurses Must Fight Against Racism
ANA’s President Shares How
Reprinted with permission by
Jennifer Thew RN, HealthLeaders
June 12, 2020
Ernest J. Grant, president of the American Nurses
Association, discusses how racism is a ‘public health crisis’ and
affects nurses and patients.
KEY TAKEAWAYS
Nurses are obligated to speak up when they see racism
occurring. Racism manifests itself as food deserts, decreased
access to healthcare, and barriers to nurses’ career
development.
Protests calling upon Americans to address racism and its
effects have taken place in multiple cities across the country
in recent weeks. The most recent catalyst for these events
was the death of George Floyd, a 46-year-old black man, who
died while a Minneapolis police officer knelt on his neck for over eight minutes. The four
Minneapolis police officers involved in the incident have been arrested and charged in
connection to his death.
Multiple nursing groups, including National Nurses United, the American Association of
Colleges of Nursing, the American Association of Nurse Practitioners, and the American
Nurses Association, have issued statements regarding Floyd’s death and the issue of
racism in the United States.
“As a nation, we have witnessed yet again an act of incomprehensible racism and
police brutality, leading to the death of an unarmed black man, George Floyd. This follows
other recent unjustified killings of black men and women, such as Ahmaud Arbery and
Breonna Taylor to name a few,” said Ernest J. Grant, PhD, RN, FAAN, president of the
ANA in the association’s statement. “As a black man and registered nurse, I am appalled
by senseless acts of violence, injustice, and systemic racism and discrimination. Even I
have not been exempt from negative experiences with racism and discrimination. The
Code of Ethics for Nurses obligates nurses to be allies and to advocate and speak up
against racism, discrimination and injustice. This is non-negotiable.”
I recently spoke with Grant about racism, its effects, and how nurses can work for
change.
The following is a lightly edited transcript of our conversation.
HealthLeaders: I think, in today’s society, there’s a misconception about what racism
means. People think, “I’m not racist. I’m not mean to other people. I don’t discriminate
against them.” What they’re not realizing is that racism can come from unintentional bias
and that it is also systemic. Could you explain what forms racism takes?
Ernest J. Grant: Off the top of my head, I can think of three examples. The first one
is in education. For the black community, there are perhaps less opportunities for an
even playing field, if you will. There are stumbling blocks in the way and [black men and
women] may feel they have to work a little harder to achieve the same things that their
white counterparts do.
Second, there’s an unconscious bias that happens in the healthcare setting as well.
For example, two people come to the emergency room with identical chest pain and
symptoms, but one may be given a stronger medication or receive a more extensive
workup than the person of color receives.
And the third one is stereotypes. Sometimes just because of a person’s skin color or
their culture or religious belief, [people] automatically [assume] things.
HL: How does racism in the healthcare work environment affect patients and nurses?
Grant: [In the work] environment, obviously if left unchecked, [racism] is allowed to
perpetuate so it just becomes deep rooted and ingrained. Pretty soon, you’ve got a culture
of, “Well, we’ve always done it this way.” Or if someone is from a certain part of the
community or town they may not be treated in the same fashion as someone who’s from
another part of town.
Nurses need to speak up whenever they see racism going on. [It doesn’t] matter if it’s
a physician or another nurse or another member of the healthcare team, we need to call it
out.
The other thing along those lines is that, from a nursing perspective, if you’ve got a
patient from a different culture, they should be able to receive [care] from someone who
is familiar with that culture, or who at least understands that culture and their healthcare
beliefs.

HL: Do you think the environment within a healthcare system can prevent people of
color from attaining leadership level positions?
Grant: I do. One of the things that I’ve always said is I think management should
be reflective of the people we care for. So, [as a healthcare system] if you look at your
management team and they are all white, then there’s something wrong, especially if most
of the patients that you care for are from the black and brown communities.
HL: You touched on it a little bit with your example about two people getting a different
workup for the same symptoms, but could you explain the role racism plays in the health
of minority communities and populations?
Grant: Sure. One, its effect on access to care. We are well familiar with healthcare
deserts, [which is] when someone from the black community has to travel, maybe to the
other side of town, to get healthcare. That could mean they miss a whole day’s worth
of work in order to have that 15- or 20-minute visit with the physician or the nurse
practitioner. Also, when the healthcare system doesn’t address social determinants of
health, that perpetuates poor health in certain communities. For example, when you have
poor drinking water or air pollution or other conditions that can perpetuate illnesses.
Another example is food deserts. If a person has to go to the corner store or the dollar
store to buy canned goods, which tend to be much higher in sodium, but they have a
heart condition, high blood pressure or kidney problems, that doesn’t help them [manage
their disease].
Those are some of the examples that racism may play in the health of a community. If
the resources are not there to create a better community, then it perpetuates the cycle of
the community remaining unhealthy.
HL: In the ANA news release, you mentioned you personally have had “negative
experiences with racism and discrimination.” I know those experiences can be difficult to
recount but do you have any examples you are willing to share?
Grant: One example is applying for a position or for a promotion, and even though [I]
was just as qualified or even more qualified than the person who got the promotion, when
I asked, “What are some ways I can improve myself?” you’re given the usual evasive talk.
Another [experience is] taking care of a patient and then having the nurse manager be
approached and asked, “Is there someone else who can care for my family member?” That
happens all the time. I’ve taken care of patients who were white supremacists and they made
it very blatant that they did not want any black person taking care of them. It’s something
that we experience in healthcare all the time.
HL: What can nurses do to adhere to the ANA’s Code of Ethics to be allies and
advocates against racism?
Grant: The Code of Ethics obligates us to speak up when we see [racism]. As I
mentioned before, if we see [it], then we need to call it out, and make sure there is a
system in place that allows for it to be addressed. The only way we’re going to see change
is if people don’t become complacent and they speak up and be the voice of change.
Racism is a public health crisis, and I think as nurses, the most important thing
that we can do is to educate ourselves and use the fact that we do have the trust of
the [public] to influence and educate others and to realize the systemic injustice that is
going on. And, of course, [nurses can] encourage people to educate themselves and to
vote for political candidates who have a proven track record of working against racism and
injustice. What’s going to help to promote change is to realize the power of the vote that
you have and the power of the voting box to help bring about change and reform.
Jennifer Thew, RN, is the senior nursing editor at HealthLeaders.
Photo credit: (at top) Ernest Grant, PhD, RN, FAAN (photo courtesy of Brett Winter
Lemon/Getty Images)
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ISNA WELCOMES our NEW and REINSTATED MEMBERS
Dawn M Horvath
Elizabeth Gomez-Manns
Eve Briola
Jonathan Aldo Lazzarini
Brent Mezger
Breann Rochelle Rentschler
Amanda Stiver
Courtney M Degener
Amanda Reagan
Dana Peterson
Rachel Tanner
Stephanie Nicole Fuller
Berthe Cameron
Sonji F Lee Price
Vannessa K Schaefer
Julia Davis
Bradley Rund
Megan Gaskins
Adria Andujar
Kayla Hutcherson
Patricia Annette Schultz
Holly Marie Kieda
Diane Rogers
Thulanie Mhango
Patty Lake
Teri Deanne Wade
Kelly Besaw
Bonnita Norman
Gayle C Snowbrick
Joe Franklin Wallen
Christy Rund
Jonathon Redman
Christina Wiebke
Victoria L Bean
Laury Wallace
Onjane Golden
Sedricka Epperson
Crystal Neal
Corrin Elizabeth Roman
C. Anne Swinney
Kristen Bixler
Tanya Tudor
Lindsay Gregg
Hillary Havlin
Audrey Ernst
Erin Colleen Gregg
Sherri Lynn Musholt
Beth Frederick
Kristina Marie Hansen Harbeson
Heather Calkins

Plainfield
Cedar Lake
Indianapolis
Zionsville
Bloomington
Demotte
Milford
Bloomington
Indianapolis
Dyer
Crown Point
Vincennes
South Bend
Indianapolis
Dale
Butlerville
Shelbyville
West Lafayette
Hobart
Winona Lake
Michigan City
Indianapolis
Whitestown
Elkhart
Greenfield
Mitchell
Lowell
Sheridan
Riley
Carmel
West Lafayette
Danville
Fort Wayne
Claypool
Brownsburg
Indianapolis
Fort Wayne
Churubusco
Centerville
Greensburg
Crawfordsville
Brownsburg
Indianapolis
La Porte
Angola
Evansville
Westfield
Terre Haute
Corydon
Elkhart

Sara Davis
Dominique Danley
Frances Jazmine Banaag Manalo
Jennifer Davis
Nicole McKinney
Cassie A Latta
Carol Lancaster
Martha Amanda Newcomb
Sherri Stinson
Jacki Rene Lee
Leslie Ann Rossi
Curtis Laws
Amy Sands
Ellen Rice
Carolyn G Boyd
Jenna Ivers
Magdalene Bambo
Charissa Main
Heather McClain
Tammy Lenley Dittmar
Wendy Phillips
Kelly M Gordon
Tajuana Davis
Natasha Lindeire
Claire Doyle Milford
Kathleen Hoey
Elizabeth Anne Mysliwiec
David Maurer
Kristin McWhirt
Diana Munson
Tina M Segers
Jodi Lynn Slattery
Regina D. Linn
Robin Leeann Perkins
Shelley Clayton
Nicole Quainoo
Joy Rugenstein
Nadine Horn
Laura Elizabeth Sparks
Shanda Ramsey
Melanie Pickett
Diana Lynn Brown
Shauna Miller
Debra Richards
Karen Sue Boucher
Dana Michelle Carpenter
Colin Wheeler
Maggie Bushong
Sara Foutch
Alyssa Bergdoll

Elkhart
Chesterton
Brownsburg
Fairland
Fishers
Fishers
West Lafayette
Evansville
Indianapolis
Whitestown
Jeffersonville
Fishers
New Albany
Mishawaka
Decatur
Lafayette
Fishers
Elkhart
Fort Wayne
Crawfordsville
Rockport
Lafayette
Zionsville
Mishawaka
Indianapolis
Lafayette
Fort Wayne
Schererville
Carmel
Attica
Hammond
Indianapolis
LaGrange
Evansville
Avon
Indianapolis
Mooresville
Westfield
Lafayette
Idaville
Washington
Indianapolis
Sellersburg
Indianapolis
Walton
Evansville
New Albany
Jeffersonville
Batesville
Noblesville

Raquel Clark
Whitney Marie Snyder
Ali Groves
Christina Lenee Hardesty
Mnjuzi Nyirenda
Cathaline Chisholm
Melissa Lawrence
Jordan Marie Parker-Piers
Danyen S Nealy-Pickett
Lauren Katherine Gahimer
Robin Lee Owen
Melanie Lutz
Adina Gardner
Buffy Jo Hunter
Lamontay Ayers
Corey Kreger
Felicia Marie Owen
Michelle Fine
Traci L Lorch
Jessica Lynn Ulrich
Marian Duselis
Shari Lyn Pierson
Laurie Barnes
Leigh Ann Hopper
Amanda Rogers
Kelsi Latulippe
Sandra Faye Rogers
Sabrina Schroeder
Misty Krites
Laquisha Moore
Alescia Bradshaw
Kelly Pollard
Antinita Hardy Hatchett
Lillie Kay Foust
Cynthia Peterson
Leah Broyles
Taige Wall
Andres Morales
Stacia M Williams
Jennifer Duckworth
Shonte Fomby
Jennifer Ciolli
Jack Cullen Payne
Julianna Christine Hitt
Karen Mossburg
Antonia Lana Bradley
Jill Maddox
Karrie Diane Riall
Melinda R Martz
Keyair Marie Denton
Ashli Tapia
Renee Young
Dana Dailey
Maria Susanne Samuel
Aundrey Taylor
Rebecca Hancock
Michelle Gibson
Jeanette Snyder
Michael Casey
Ivonne M Fuentes Delgado
Nichole Frohberg
Katie Jacobi
Linda Coleman
Tuesday Lee Werden
Emily Yurdabakan
Diana Lynn Parker
Leslie J Cates-Schauer
Jill Marie Merida
Pamela D Snyder

Indianapolis
Terre Haute
Evansville
Ellettsville
Avon
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Valparaiso
Evansville
Greenwood
Columbus
Boonville
Indianapolis
Mooresville
Indianapolis
Anderson
Elberfeld
Terre Haute
Noblesville
Fishers
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Hudson
Pekin
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Terre Haute
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Princeton
Burns Harbor
Gary
Elwood
Bloomington
Carmel
Fishers
Greentown
Brownsburg
Jasonville
Fort Wayne
Terre Haute
Chandler
Jeffersonville
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Seymour
Centerville
Mishawaka
Evansville
Mishawaka
Granger
Vincennes
Kokomo
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Fishers
Fountain City
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
New Haven
Crown Point
Indianapolis
Odon
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Fort Wayne
Milan
Borden

Kimberly Ann Stewart
Edith Fraire
Angela Hexamer
Rhonda L Banks
Chereka Phillips
Rhoda Ogar
Aubree Seaman
Jennifer Copes
Julie Huddleston
Heidi Cammett
Teri Lynn Platts
Leann Johnston
Estefania Contreras
Alissa M Schaefer
Diane Mason
Shanette Williams
Elyssa Pittenger
Samantha D Alspach
Nicole Lee Hamer
Kia Brazzell
Andrew Dranchak
Rachel Schlene
Ellen Hensley
Jackie Liegibel
Alicea Jackson
Halie Virginia Dawson
Steven Koons
Mariah Weaver
Jodi Lynn Schacherer
Ashley Roark
Leann Marie Parker
Brianna R Fields
Lindsay J Gebhardt
Rhonda McGuire
Kimberley B Davis
Tonika Lynnice Hughes
Melissa Shelton
Olivia Patrice Medved
Carolyn Sieger
Ingrid Cooper
Hilliary C Clanan
Allison Lyn Poffenbarger
Joan Marie Gehlhausen
Erin Casey Ratliff
Melissa Renee Matricia
Carrie M Henderson
Melissa Kate Crafton
Christine Thomas
Jewell Byrt
Jelena Stankovic
Teresa Lee Knott
Shannon Lynn Wilson
Dawn McWhirter
Sharon M Hill
Linda Annette Benter
Jannette Kates
Danielle L Denney
Louise McCallin
Jonathon Bills
Amber Heath
Taunya Hughes
Michelle F Vallejos
Nicole Mazanowski
Tammy Dukeshire
Lori Beth Lamble
Mamadou M Segnane
Wendy Diane Andrews
Terrance Jackson
Tresia Diaz

Indianapolis
Warsaw
Greenfield
Columbus
Indianapolis
Avon
Noblesville
Richmond
Franklin
Granger
Newburgh
Leesburg
Hammond
Fort Wayne
Merrillville
Fishers
Fort Wayne
Greenwood
Kendallville
Mitchell
Indianapolis
Royal Center
Anderson
Beech Grove
Indianapolis
Angola
Indianapolis
Fort Wayne
McCordsville
Zionsville
Churubusco
Hope
Logansport
Merrillville
Indianapolis
Fort Wayne
New Castle
Gary
Indianapolis
Merrillville
Franklin
Fishers
Birdseye
Indianapolis
Romney
Columbus
Bedford
Elkhart
Fort Wayne
Pittsboro
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
New Albany
Seymour
Brownsburg
Montpelier
Westfield
Fort Wayne
Lafayette
Logansport
New Haven
Indianapolis
Greenwood
Evansville
Indianapolis
South Bend
Chicago
Terre Haute

NOW HIRING

Registered Nurses - ALL AREAS including
PERIOPERATIVE and EMERGENCY
We are currently recruiting RNs in Lexington, KY in all
areas of UK Chandler, UK Good Samaritan and Kentucky
Children’s Hospital, all part of the University of Kentucky
HealthCare system.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•

Education opportunities
Nurse residency program
Tuition benefits
Nursing professional advancement program
Comprehensive benefits package
including retirement plans with 100% match

APPLY NOW: UKJOBS.UKY.EDU

Misty Goodman
Deana Michee Williams
Janus Allen Flora
Keoambi Lumpkin
Alexandra Reyna
Sandi Ward
Zawondra Lee
Morgan Hubble
Rebecca Lynn Cox
Mary Anne Short
Angela Renee Smit
Elizabeth Mayhew
Jashin Patel
Rodney Meeks
Alice Diann Moesner
Sharell N. Nicole Bey
Heather Barrett
Korrin S Wieferich
Alysia McKinley
Silvia Guerrero Garza
Susan Lee New
Lisa Nicole Edwards
Angeline Norris
Darla Hairston
Nicole Kraemer
Gabrielle Leighann Gage
Linnita Michelle Carter
Kyla Scott
Sara Horn
Amanda Moon
Brooke Michelle Lavignette
Lyndsay Rae Simpson
Aaron Clements
Latania Parkes-Hargrave
Anthony Lowe
Deb L Parker
Sabrina Walz
Andrea Dickerson
Elizabeth Louise Gilmore
Carrie Lynn Sullivan
Kelly Bowman
Jessica Wilson
Shantill Hardy
Nicole Woods
Laquita Robinson
Jalynn Bell
Rashida Akilah Dodson
Amanda Kay Nowark
Justine Cole
Morgan Stamper
Shelby Perry
Whitney Wheeler
Nikki Joann Norris
Erica Martin
Erin Sartoris
Kamaria Boynton
Sabrina Smith
Whitney Alexandra Broome
Samantha Ladra
Lance Turentine
Carla M Seeley
Alejandra Burge
Amanda Tynes Griffin
Melissa Nicks
Carina Estacio
Charo Jean Jimenez
Heather Anne Murrell
Kelsey Nichelle Williams
Stacey Saricos
Shawnee Lee Wills
Susan Kay Miles
Jackie N Lannan
Emily Ebel-Orr
Dawn Koch
Elisa Baier
Amber Enlow
Stephanie Unger
Tiffany Lynne Nantz
Monic Goble
Katie Wieczorek
Lanelle Nicole Daniels-Stringer
Cherie A Sanders
Jami Herron
Marie Bennion
Stephanie Ann Miller
Jennifer Lynn Prather
Mackenzie McLean
Patricia Mumba
Missy Martin
Megan Cullen
Stayce Woodburn
Amy Shuford Black
Sherry C Jarboe
Nicole Spear
Kendra Friedman
Jessica Lanae McKinney
Tameka Harper
Lorrie Renee Ibitoye
Karyn Winder
Adreona Nicole Hasert
Jennifer Ann Bell
Brittany A Powells
Lori Ann Gough
Tiphamie Shotwell
Lakisha Price
Trakesha Bateman
Pauline Dagaas
Catina M Manawat
Marrisa Culver
Mike Dehoff
Lashonda Lapsley-Martin
Nicole Toomer
Brittany Justine Cheek
Elisa Angelique Horne
Julie L Hennis
Valerie Hershberger
Anthony Aemmer
Patrice Mason

Columbus
Crown Point
South Bend
South Bend
Fort Wayne
Mishawaka
South Bend
Anderson
Newburgh
Cambridge City
Cedar Lake
Terre Haute
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Dale
Avon
Williamsburg
Tipton
Indianapolis
Valparaiso
New Castle
Indianapolis
Lawrenceburg
Indianapolis
Charlestown
Mishawaka
Hammond
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
West Lafayette
Hobart
Indianapolis
Portage
Chicago
Marion
Elkhart
Indianapolis
Bedford
Trafalgar
Crawfordsville
Merrillville
Fort Wayne
Monticello
Portage
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Winslow
South Bend
Connersville
Columbus
Lafayette
Marion
Fort Wayne
Brownsburg
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Fortville
Valparaiso
Indianapolis
Monrovia
Indianapolis
Muncie
Indianapolis
Hobart
Schererville
Evansville
Fort Wayne
Mooresville
Indianapolis
Vincennes
Evansville
Bloomington
Fishers
Sunman
Huntingburg
South Bend
Fremont
Ridgeville
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Greenwood
Mishawaka
Indianapolis
Lawrenceburg
Noblesville
South Bend
Granger
Granger
Brownsburg
Fishers
Frankfort
Carmel
Jasper
Centerville
Indianapolis
Avon
Merrillville
North Vernon
Anderson
Avon
Connersville
Indianapolis
Kokomo
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Fort Wayne
Craigville
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Borden
Greenwood
Cayuga
Carmel
New Albany
Indianapolis
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Maria Parks
Brandi Shepherd
Annie Njoroge
Zandrell Young
Sarah Bethany Horton
Naelah Gardner
Jessica Huber
Stacy Higdon
Jennifer Lynn Coss
Jennifer Isom
Michelle Ashford
Peter Bundle Hall
Brittney Caylor
Jesse Jones
Kristina M Widmann
Kelly Renae Person
Cheryl Alcorta
Jennifer Risner
Ekta Rathee
Desirea Thompson
Ronnetta Hadebe
Stanley Kitenge
Jennifer Renee Joyce
Kaitlyn Cover
KrystanDawn Davis
Toni Maria Eslick
Tracy D Vaughan
Mahogany Mwanza
Cody Seamons
Tenira Lashondra Craig
Justin Warren Heflin
Darlene Lanell Terrell
LaToyia S Smith
Debra Eileen Cole
Kristine Hawa
Kimberly Harris
Kristine J Soriano
Sarah Grace Drake
Corinne Zehner

GET YOUR PROFESSIONAL TOOLKIT
ü LICENSE – BOARD OF NURSING
ü MEMBERSHIP – INDIANA STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION (ISNA)

ISNA IS CARING
FOR YOU WHILE YOU PRACTICE
www.indiananurses.org

Crown Point
Warsaw
Elkhart
Indianapolis
Bloomington
Hammond
Bedford
New Albany
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Crown Point
Indianapolis
Connersville
Fort Wayne
New Palestine
Mishawaka
Clarksville
Demotte
Newburgh
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Granger
Lowell
Indianapolis
Schererville
Munster
Merrillville
Indianapolis
Goshen
Griffith
Elkhart
Merrillville
Indianapolis
Lowell
Indianapolis
Kendallville
Merrillville
Indianapolis
Indianapolis

Tracy Marie Rhine
Paula Jean King
Johan Edward Selman
Erika Klingler
Cary-Lynn Troutman
Tina J Settergren
Jeanine S Hoots
April S Parks
Theresa A Bonar
Kathleen A Clark
Christine A Balt
Sheri L Lantz
Vicki Carew Lackey
Valerie Lee Thorn
Michelle M Garner
Devon A Lewandowski
Tamara A Haslar
Paula Stanfill
Tonja M Padgett
Ann Trapp
Robin Eads
Shelley L Miller
Tracie K Meyer
John Phillip Oesterling
Christina Nunn
Ashley D Anderson
Angela Miller
Vicky Lynn Shelton
Brandon James Anderson
Yvonne Quinones-Reyes
Katherine Elise Avery
Peter Creed West
Jessica T Miller
Alina E Hedberg
Jana Doyle
Rachel Ellen Barrier
Amanda M Boyd RN
Jill C. Hoy
Pamela Christine Salomon

Greencastle
Indianapolis
Sunman
Fort Wayne
North Vernon
New Palestine
Mooresville
Noblesville
Zionsville
Ossian
Indianapolis
Anderson
Munster
Munster
Saint Paul
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Lebanon
Valparaiso
Indianapolis
Winchester
Fishers
Indianapolis
Peru
Jeffersonville
Noblesville
Avon
Plainfield
Merrillville
Fort Wayne
Lafayette
Valparaiso
Noblesville
Romney
Cloverdale
Indianapolis
Bloomington
Francesville
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Nightingale Tribute

The first Nursing Honor Guard service in the state
of Indiana occurred in 2008. Ten years later, in
2018 the first state-wide meeting of Nursing Honor
Guards programs occurred. There are currently
18 Nursing Honor Guard programs operating in
the state of Indiana serving 73 of the 92 counties
in the state. There are five prospective programs
under development and the goal is to eventually have
programs that cover the entire state. We additionally
have begun making contact and collaborating with
other states including: Ohio, Michigan, Illinois,
Wisconsin, North Carolina and California.
At the first meeting the programs agreed to call
themselves the Indiana Nursing Honor Guard,
est. Sept 21, 2018 and established their mission
which is “To honor a Nurse’s life of service.”
Any materials produced by the state will use the
Florence Nightingale lamp as our emblem. After
much discussion, we also agreed that nurses should
wear dress whites and caps for the ceremony rather
than scrubs as this should be a formal event and
we wanted to honor this. The group also agreed on
key aspects of the ceremony that would always be
included specifically:
o Florence pledge &/or nurse tribute
o Nurse’s prayer
o Florence Nightingale Lamp for family
o Condolence cards for family
o Call to and release from duty
During the service you may see a nurse standing
vigil at the casket and changing guard with another
nurse every 15 minutes during the vigil. During the
program, nurses will light a Florence Nightingale
lamp and read the Florence pledge and/or the
nursing tribute, both close with a final roll call that
first calls the deceased to duty then relieves her/him
of their earthly duties. At that point the candle flame
is blown out and the lamp is presented to the family.
The program is closed with a reading of the Nurse’s
prayer.
All programs complete a follow-up survey with
the funeral home after the service. All other aspects
of the service are individualized to the family and
the program. Some programs give flowers, others
give bookmarks with the Nurses Prayer, some ring
a triangle bell as part of the service, others give
plaques but the core components are the same.
It is very humbling to stand in front of grieving
family and friends and recognize the life of service
their loved one gave as a nurse. It never fails to
move you during the final role call when you release
them of their earthly duties and blow out the candle
and present it to the family. It is truly an honor to
serve as a volunteer for the nurse honor guard and
recognize a fellow nurse’s life of service. We continue
to travel the state and beyond to get the word out
about this amazing opportunity to honor our fellow
nurses.
If you’d like additional information about starting
your own Nursing Honor Guard or for information
about a Nursing Honor Guard in your county please
contact Jan Bronnenberg at jjrn30@hotmail.com or
Deb Lyons at dlyons@ecommunity.com.
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Nightingale Tribute
In memory of our family, friends and colleagues that have passed in 2019 & 2020:
This is not an all-inclusive list of nurses that have passed, but of those that have received a Nightingale Tribute.
Theresa Abel - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Chase Daniel Allen - Indiana (Logansport)
Sarah J. “Sally” Anderews - Indiana (Jasper)
Marjorie Alice Anderson - Indiana (Auburn)
Barbara Elaine Ayer - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Phyllis Barton - Indiana (Alexandria)
Diane Lynn Batza - Indiana (Fishers)
Joan Bayer - Indiana (Kokomo)
Patricia M Beaupre - Indiana (Logansport)
Sally Beck - Indiana
Julia Beitler - Indiana (Anderson)
Linda Jane Bullock Bickel - Indiana (Kokomo)
Patsy Jane Bicknell - Arkansas
Linda Carol Bonaventura - Indiana (COVID-19)
Sherry Bontrager - Indiana (Nappanee)
Delores Boston - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Dolores Lowie Boston - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Georgia Brakke -Indiana (Indianapolis)
Charlene Branch - Indiana (Anderson)
June Marie Bucholz - Indiana (Kokomo)
Carol E Campbell - Indiana (Blufton)
Janet Casey - Indiana (Greenfield)
Ruthanne Castor - Indiana (Anderson)
Andrea Chelf -Indiana (Carmel)
Helen Clary - Indiana
Georgia Elizabeth Cohen - Indiana (Plainfield)
Kelly Collins - Indiana (French Lick)
Patricia Connor - Indiana (COVID-19)
Fernanda Corazza - Indiana (Lafayette)
Dianne Cosentino - Indiana (Elkhart)
Gena Cress - Indiana
William Matthew Creviston - Indiana (Franklin)
Mary Lee Daly - Indiana (Frankfort)
Karen Davis - Indiana (Noblesville)
Kathryn Detrick - Indiana (Logansport)
Janette Dobbs - Indiana (Muncie)
Deborah Dudley - Indiana (Elwood)
Linda Sue Eakright - Indiana (LaFontain)
Rebecca Eickhoff - Indiana (Goshen)
Mary Elzroth - Indiana (Pendelton)
Irene Erickson - Indiana (Russiaville)
Kristin Evans - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Susan Lee Ford - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Wilma Martin Frazee - Indiana (Albany)
Rebecca Gaines - Indiana (Muncie)
Alfreida Garner - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Norma Ruth Garringer - Indiana (Anderson)
Sue Ann Geer - Indiana (Elkhart)
Linda Giesler - Indiana (Jasper)
Marthann Greeman - Indiana (Sheridan)
Evelyn Green - Indiana (Anderson)
Lois Grissom - Indiana (Indianapolis)
LaVerne M Grothouse - Indiana (Kokomo)
Teresa Lynn Haas - Indiana (Anderson)
Lillian Faye Hadley - Indiana (Pendleton)
Nancy G Edwards-Hahn - Indiana (Muncie)
Alice Ann Hammel - Indiana (Crown Point)
Betty Hampton - Indiana (Alexandria)
Doris May Hardwick - Ohio (Union City)
Heather May Hartman - Indiana (Kokomo)
Teela Harvey - Indiana (Elwood)
Dorothy Hasenour - Indiana (Jasper)
Ethel N. Healton - Indiana (Kokomo)

Charlotte W Hendrix - Indiana (Greenwood)
Mary Catherine Hoffman - Indiana (Muncie)
Iradella Holland - Indiana (South Bend)
Deborah Dearth Hoover - Indiana (Tipton)
Elaine Hosier - Indiana (Anderson)
Norma Louise Howard - Indiana (Muncie)
Diane Huber - Indiana (Franklin)
Christy Huffman Neal - Indiana (Albany)
Mary Jane Humbarger - Indiana (Jasper)
Mary Hurst - Indiana (Avon)
Patricia Huston - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Anita Illich - Indiana
Carolyn Irwin - Indiana (Anderson)
Anna Johnson -Indiana (Anderson)
Debra Johnson - Indiana (Muncie)
Doreen Cebulski Johnson - Indiana (Muncie)
Lisa A. Jones - Indiana (Peru)
Rosemary Jones - Indiana (Wheatfield)
Marie Kelsch - Indiana (Windfall)
Verda Kleinhelter - Indiana (Frankfort)
Charlene Kresen - Indiana (Anderson)
Debra K. Kunkle - Indiana (Ft. Wayne)
Debra (Debbie) Carnahan Laker - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Connie Whited Laughlin - Indiana (Muncie)
Sue Ellen Leighton - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Marilyn Mossbarger Lewis - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Eleanor J. Ley - Indiana (Tipton)
Betty Linn - Indiana
Doris Lintz - Indiana (Union, MI)
Diana Lowery - Indiana (Homosassa)
Pat Manship - Indiana (Pendleton)
Marilyn Sue McAtee - Indiana (Washington)
Bonnie McCreary - Indiana
Faye McDaniel - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Marcella M. McArthur - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Kathleen G McDowell - Indiana (Ft. Wayne)
Barbara McElhoe - Indiana (Middletown)
Carole Ann McNally - Indiana (Kokomo)
Crystal Mahoney - Indiana (Muncie)
Jane Ann Majors - Indiana (Anderson)
Patricia “Pat” Meyer - Indiana (Ferdinand)
Carolyn J “Carol” Mikesell - Indiana (Monticello)
Judy Moon - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Rosemary Morse - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Molly Moss - Indiana (Muncie)
Patricia Ann Mula - Indiana (Kokomo)
Cheryl Murphy - Indiana (Gas City)
Betty Myers - Kentucky
Dirinda Naylor - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Charlotte Neininger - Indiana (Monticello)
Helen Louise Nelson - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Janette Noel – Indiana (Muncie)
Marianne Cahill Noone - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Bonnie Norris - Indiana (McCordsville)
Cmdr Lois O’Banion - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Donna O’Donnell - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Jennifer Sue Odle - Indiana (Hartford City)
Linda Darlene Osborne - Indiana (Lafayette)
Misae Owens - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Mary Ann Pavilides - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Sarah Peterson - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Vivian Elizabeth Petty - Indiana (Daleville)
June Pfiefer - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Florence Porter - Indiana (Anderson)

Margaret Potts - Indiana (Ft. Wayne)
Donna Quinn - Indiana (Anderson)
Tawny Raffery -Indiana (Carmel)
Sandra Rambo - Indiana (Anderson)
Selma Reagon - Indiana (Muncie)
Linda Reber - Ohio (Alliance)
Donna Jane Rector - Indiana (Brookston)
Ruth A. Retherford - Indiana (Alexandria)
Carolyn Rhoton - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Samuel Lee Riggle - Indiana (North Manchester)
Jean E. Routt - Indiana (Galveston)
Freida Royster - Indiana (Anderson)
Rosie Marie Russell - Indiana (Muncie)
Diane L. Sanders - Indiana (Greenwood)
Martha Satterly - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Louise (Lou) Schaeffer - Indiana (Ferdinand)
Joan Bucinski Scheffer - Indiana (Royal Center)
Kay E. “Kellie” Schneck - Indiana (Russiaville)
Irma Schnell - Indiana (Jasper)
Betty Sebastian - Indiana (Peru)
Patricia Sharp - Indiana (Muncie)
Patricia Joan Shelton - Indiana (Brownsburg)
Ruby DeHaven Shuck - Indiana (Galveston)
Nancy Gean Litton Shultz - Indiana (Tipton)
Divola Smith - Indiana (Logansport)
Nancy Sue Smith - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Anna Mae Songer - Indiana (Huntingburg)
Doris Spencer - Indiana (Royal Center)
Anna Ruth Stanley - Indiana (Anderson)
Lori Jackson Stanley - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Elayne L. Steindorf - Indiana (Kokomo)
Brenda Stevens - Indiana (Kokomo)
Lillian Brown Stevenson - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Gwendolyn Steyskal - Indiana (Washington)
Katie Svinarich - Indiana (Winona Lake)
Carol Thomas - Indiana (Anderson)
Carole L. Tributsch - Indiana (Kokomo)
Betty Rathburn Trickler -Indiana (Muncie)
Marie Triplet - Indiana (Kokomo)
Donna Tucker - Indiana
Charlotte Ann Groce Unversaw - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Alice Vanarsdall - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Erin Vanderkleed - Indiana (Lafyette)
Betty Vandiver - Indiana (Elwood)
Fleeta A Vaux - Indiana (Kokomo)
H. Jewel Via - Indiana (Plainfield)
Milica “Millie” Margaret von Stein - Indiana (West Lafayette)
Erin Wagner - Indiana (Ft. Wayne)
Brenda Sue Ward - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Jeanne Ward - Indiana (Wakarusa)
Cornelia Warren - Indiana (Anderson)
Margaret Gale Warrenburg - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Catherine Lousie Hatfield Welty - Indiana (Indianapolis)
Janis Westlake - Indiana (Goshen)
Mary Helen Whalen - Indiana (Bristol)
Crystal White - Indiana (Muncie)
Susan Wilcox - Indiana (Wilkinson)
Cecile Marie (Laughlin) Wilimitis - Indiana (Flora)
Jilaine Wirts - Indiana (Washington)
Miriam Wise - Indiana
Verna L. Wollenmann - Indiana (Ferdinand)
Tommie Wood - Indiana (Pendleton)
Joyce Zimmerman - Indiana (Anderson)

Englewood Health & Rehabilitation Center

NOW HIRING
RNs, LPNs, CNAs:
NOW HIRING Inpatient RNs and LPNs for our
River Bend Hospital Location in West Lafayette, Indiana.
We offer sign on and retention bonuses.
Our benefits are excellent with generous PTO and
professional development.
APPLY ONLINE AT
www.meridianhs.org/home

Full and Part-time Opportunities
• Sign-On Bonuses available!
• Walk-In Interviews conducted Monday – Friday
For more information and to apply:
www. englewoodhealthandrehab.com
2237 Engle Road Fort Wayne, IN 46809 | 260-747-2353
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ISNA’s Bookshelf
“The 4:8 Principle” by Tommy Newberry
Dr. Susan Waltz, ISNA Board Member
What drew you to this read?
It is an easy read for
those people who are not
readers but would like to
read a positive uplifting
book. My Ladies Book Club
chose this book because this
author helps us focus on the
positives in life in the midst of
so much negative and stress.
The 4:8 principle is the secret
to a joy-filled life which is
something that everyone can
value.
What have you learned from this author?
This author shares that we are in control of how we
respond to life and events that are occurring in our
lives, which includes our self-concept and emotional
life. Have an attitude of gratitude. He helps us discover,
develop, and defend our joy. I really appreciated the
strategies for a healthy mind that he shared in his
book which include focusing on the right relationships,
putting a focus on your religious beliefs, affirm your selftalk, visualize your blessings, quarantine negativity, and
establish ground rules for what you will allow into your
heart and mind.
How will you apply what you have learned?
This author shares that we are in control of how we
respond to life and events that are occurring in our
lives, which includes our self-concept and emotional
life. Have an attitude of gratitude. He helps us discover,
develop, and defend our joy. I really appreciated the
strategies for a healthy mind that he shared in his
book which include focusing on the right relationships,
putting a focus on your religious beliefs, affirm your selftalk, visualize your blessings, quarantine negativity, and
establish ground rules for what you will allow into your
heart and mind.
Which book is up next in your queue?
The book I am currently reading is John Maxwell’s
“The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader” which
is proving to be a good read as well with practical
information that can be applied to our everyday lives. I
find that reading helps to provide positive input to help
drown out the negative from our world.

Tell us about your nursing career and current interests:
I started my nursing career as a student nurse in
acute care, then transitioned to OB LDRP, Long term
care nursing administration, and then found my calling
for education. I love being able to help others achieve
their dreams and goals of becoming nurses and sharing
my passion for caring with others. I am currently
teaching in the online Master of Science in Nursing
program for Chamberlain University. I live on a farm in
Southern Indiana with my husband. I enjoy doing crafts
and playing the piano.

that balances cost-effectiveness with quality of care for
both patients and nurses.
Brenda Lyon PhD, CNS, RN

Have a favorite book you’d like to share with us? ISNA
is interested in what you are currently reading. Connect
with katie@indiananurses.org for more information.
We would also like to congratulate two of our
members, Sue Johnson and Brenda Lyon on their
newest accomplishment! Congrats to each of you!
Sue Johnson, PhD, RN, NPD-BC, NE-BC, FAAN

“I believe in the Quadruple Aim and love how
Florence and other nursing leaders exemplify all four
Aims.” ~ Sue, an ISNA Member
In times of ever-changing healthcare policy, many
organizations have developed methods for reforming and
optimizing healthcare. One prevailing approach is the
Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) Quadruple
Aim: improving individual experience of care; improving
population health; lowering healthcare costs; and
improving provider work life (team vitality). This book
argues that widespread adoption of the Quadruple Aim
could create a sustainable healthcare system. Using
the work and legacy of Florence Nightingale, this book
provides an example of successful, holistic healthcare

The American Psychological Association Stress in
America survey cited that three out of four Americans
experience at least one stress symptom - 45% insomnia,
36% anxiety, 35% anger, and 34% fatigue. In fact, eight
out of 10 Americans say they frequently or sometimes
encounter stress in their daily lives. What if there was a
clinically proven way to conquer stress? There is! Dr.
Brenda Lyon tackles this urgent problem in her evidencebased book Haven’t You Suffered Enough: Clinically
Proven Methods to Conquer Stress. Dr. Lyon, Clinical
Nurse Specialist, shares her proven stress-reduction and
elimination techniques are grounded in validated theory
and research and have been developed over thirty years
of study. While Dr. Lyon’s work is grounded in science,
this book is designed to provide the same warmth,
encouragement, and confidence Dr. Lyon’s clients received
in session with her. Through real-life examples, you’ll see
how your own mindset can be transformed from stress to
peace even in the midst of trials. If you are ready to break
the never-ending cycle of stress management, join Dr. Lyon
to find a remarkably simple and effective way out.
DR. LYON is Professor Emerita at the Indiana University
School of Nursing. During her 34-year career in private
practice, she worked with patients guiding them through
stress and stress-related physical illness. Dr. Lyon
has conducted over 350 stress-reduction workshops
nationwide and has authored numerous award-winning
publications on conquering stress. She is a Fellow
in both the American Academy of Nursing and the
interdisciplinary National Academies of Practice.
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Please join us in welcoming
Jo May DNP, CNS, RN, RN-BC
as our 2020-2023 Indiana
Nurses Foundation Board
President!
Jo
May
is
the
Administrative Director of
Quality Improvement and
Regulatory Compliance for
Franciscan Health Central
Indiana Division. Jo is a
leader with 30 years’ nursing
experience and specialized
training and expertise in the
quality domains of: clinical
improvement, safety science,
operational
improvement,
regulatory compliance, data
collection, analysis, and reporting. Her focus is to
support continuous efforts to improve the safety and
quality of healthcare provided across the healthcare
continuum.
She received her BSN degree from Indiana
University, MSN in Nursing Education from University
of Indianapolis, post-grad certificate CNS from
Indiana University, DNP from Indiana University
and holds a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt certification
from Purdue University. Jo is committed to lifelong
learning especially as it relates to improvement in the
healthcare environment, finding new, safer, and more
efficient ways to provide healthcare is her passion
and career focus. Her belief is nursing holds a great
responsibility in the identification and implementation
of new best practices in providing quality patient care.
The focus of the INF to support nursing opportunities
for research and quality improvement aligns
significantly with her personal and career beliefs and
goals. Jo is excited to lead the INF as President and
looks forward to working with all members for great
new ideas.

Know a nursing colleague deserving of
recognition?
Nominate a nurse through our
2020 Pillar Awards:
Unity, Advocacy, Professionalism and Leadership
A reminder for our call for abstracts for the
2020 ISNA Annual Meeting of the Members.
We are requesting proposals supporting

The Year of the Nurse: Excel, Lead, Innovate
ISNA maintains a policy platform that contains position
statements on policy topics. Any member of ISNA may introduce
a resolution at our Annual Meeting of the Members.
Connect with us at info@indiananurses.org
for more information!
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Encouraging the Long-Game Approach for Hoosier Health Costs
Jean Ross, MHA, BSN, RN
Small business owner of KayBee.Us
Chairwoman of Indiana Community Health Workers
Association
Member of Indiana State Nurses Association Political
Action Committee
Volunteer Dementia Champion with Dementia Friends
Indiana
If you do not know as
a nurse yet, healthcare in
America is treated as a
commodity, not a right until
you turn 65. As nurses, we
have seen what happens to
our patients when you treat
parts of healthcare as a free
market business. Nurses are
needed now more than ever at
the table of policy discussions
happening. As a nurse, I know
it has not been easy to find
a chair to pull up to the table. We are placed in a weird
position in the healthcare system. Nurses are educated

and trained to make a difference in patients and families’
lives. Then, we arrive in our places of work to learn we
are to be button pushers to ensure our employers can
maximize reimbursement to justify our labor costs to
insurance companies (which takes another department of
people to accomplish). While nurses are the most trusted
profession for 20 years in a row, the title feels easy to grab
when you never ask patients for money and spend the
most time listening to them.
I applaud those nurses who followed the discussion
that happened in our General Assembly this past
legislative session around healthcare costs. As nurses,
we hear the stories of our patients going bankrupt to get
needed medical care and we see daily what happens
when Hoosiers put off their health needs due to fear of
costs. However, our elected officials are starting to point
fingers and make policy decisions that will tip the delicate
balance of cost, access, and quality in our state. We need
nurses to help have honest discussions of how a future
healthcare system impacts Hoosier’s lives.
Hear me out because I know many of my nursing
colleagues hear the word government and are quick to
poo-poo. From our nursing viewpoint, what is the one
permanent thing in a person’s life anymore besides
family? I believe the answer is government. And, with
government we know there are no boards or shareholders
to please so the idea of record quarterly profits is not
the focus of desired outcomes. Government has a long
game investment in its people with the motivator to
change policies centered on re-election. Yet, since the
first employer offered insurance to entice workers in
post-WWII America, we have left the health of Hoosiers

to be steered by companies who do have boards and
shareholders to answer to. As further social changes
happen and we become a very transient society and gig
economy, decisions on how to keep someone healthy
have become something to manage quarter to quarter
and not over a lifetime.
As nurses, we also know Indiana ranks in the bottom
half of health indicators due to obesity, smoking, infant
mortality, and drug related deaths. We also are deadlast
when it comes to our long-term social support and
services for those growing older in the community and
those who live with a disability. Yet, none of the big
discussions during this past legislative session focused
on the long game needs of our patients. There are
no shortcuts to reducing costs when we talk about our
patients’ overall health. The discussions happening
today merely takes the cost of healthcare off one of
the plates of payor, patient, or provider, and puts the
cost on another plate. Each time we do this, there are
ramifications for quality and access for patients and for
nurses on the frontlines.
We need our elected officials thinking about policies
that invest in the health of Hoosiers long-term in order
to impact the costs we are experiencing today. We need
policies investing in the education and development of a
future health workforce to support the current and future
health needs of Hoosiers. And, most importantly we need
more nurse voices speaking up about what works and
does not work in our state about meeting the health needs
of our patients. We need every nurse watching and ready
to vote to make sure we get representatives willing to work
on the long game of our health in Indiana.

NURSING FACULTY
IVY TECH COMMUNITY COLLEGE, is seeking
a full time NURSING FACULTY at the Lafayette,
Indiana campus.
This position requires quality and engaging
instruction in various delivery methods and formats
within the nursing programs; provides timely and
meaningful feedback to students regarding the
mastery of course and student learning outcomes;
engages students outside of class in support
of the curriculum and co-curriculum; provides
institutional support and community service;
participates meaningfully in student retention
and completion initiatives; supports the College’s
mission and strategic plan initiatives; conforms to
campus expectations of faculty performance and
engagement.
For a complete job description, qualifications, or to
apply, please visit http://jobs.ivytech.edu.
Ivy Tech is an accredited, equal opportunity,
affirmative action community college.

Rehabilitation Hospital of Indiana is a specialty based rehab
facility, where RHI patients work with therapists and nurses
trained in the treatment of their specific rehab need. We are
one of the largest freestanding inpatient physical rehabilitation
hospitals in the Midwest. We’re certified by The Joint
Commission and CARF and are one of only 16 Traumatic Brain
Injury Model System sites.

REGISTERED NURSE OPPORTUNITIES
Come talk with us about a specialty
certification as CRRN.

We offer competitive wages and excellent benefits.
Please visit our website at www.rhin.com/careers to see our
current job listing and complete an online application.

REHABILITATION HOSPITAL OF INDIANA
4141 Shore Drive | Indianapolis, IN 46254 | Equal Opportunity Employer
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Vicarious Traumatization
Jennifer L. Embree
DNP, RN, NE-BC, CCNS, FAAN
I first became interested
in Vicarious Traumatization
when reading early articles
from the experience of
China with COVID-19. While
the term has been around
longer than our current
pandemic, it is critical that
we as nurses, nurse leaders,
advanced practice nurses,
and nurse educators identify
the significance of vicarious
traumatization for our patients and families, our
nurses, our interprofessional colleagues, our
students, and our communities. Whether on the
front lines of an extended pandemic, working
remotely, not being identified as “essential,” not
working, or simply being in our communities, this
extended pandemic affects everyone. For front-line
and essential staff who are the foundation of nursing
and who have psychological capacity, vicarious
traumatization may be less prevalent than in those
working remotely as well as community members (Li,
2020).
Vicarious traumatization is described as the
emotional remains of exposure to traumatic
stories, being a witness to pain, fear, and terror
of others. In the past it has also been referred to
as secondary traumatic stress (Stamm, 1997) or
secondary victimization (Figley, 1982). This state
of anxiety and preoccupation with stories/trauma is
experienced in a variety of ways (ACA, 2011). From
a personal perspective, victims may experience:
• Avoidance of thinking or talking about the topic
• Numbness to the trauma and avoiding social,
written, television, and radio media
• Anxiety or overreacting to everyday activities,
even with no apparent reason
• Experience
feelings

difficulty

talking

about

disaster situations. In my current roles, those were
not areas that I would be working in. I experienced
the insomnia; I also continued to work too many
hours, despite working both roles remotely. I also
experienced anxiety the first time I went to the
grocery store with a mask. A newer diagnosis of
asthma probably was not helpful in that feeling, but
I did not bring that to mind as I experienced that
feeling.
So, as I read about vicarious traumatization,
I was able to self-diagnose these feelings and
think about how I could help other nurses. I felt
compelled to work with ISNA to help others through
supporting our nurses in conjunction with our CEO
and our current ISNA President. I supported the
videoconferencing platform for our ISNA nurse
chats. Also continuing to keep in contact with family
and friends, co-workers, and faculty friends helped
me stay more grounded.
Using a variety of applications on my phone and
computer for relaxation, music, and scenery were
helpful to start and end the day. Using technology to
connect with family and friends allowed for laughter
and some game time that was much needed for
those working remotely, on the front lines, and those
who were safe distancing. Setting goals for work,
exercise, spending time with my immediate family
and animals was also helpful for me. Virtual yoga led
by faculty and with friends in their own homes was
very helpful on a Friday afternoon after a very busy
week.
As I became more accustomed to the working
remotely and trying to gain better balance, I
involved students in a best practice video course
that will be available in the future to help other
faculty throughout the United States teach online.
Being interviewed for a COVID-19 documentary
allowed me to look at the big picture view of
the experience from a personal and professional
viewpoint. I co-authored an article with an educator
colleague on how to move a face-to-face course to
a videoconferencing platform, where nurses and the

educators are online at the same time to allow for
coaching, sharing information and guided learning.
I mentored a newer clinical nurse specialist nurse
in Canada to help her meet goals, talked about
the effects of COVID-19 for our colleagues there,
and helped her team develop a manuscript on
a Protected Code Blue to assure the safety of
colleagues experiencing cardiac and pulmonary
arrest of patients with COVID-19. Once thing that
I found to be very helpful to others was to over
communicate. I did not know what people would
need, so I checked in on them and I also tried to
provide “grace” to students that needed extra time
or extra comfort when not being able to focus and
function. I also provided positive animal pictures
and links to uplifting music in my summer nursing
course weekly announcements.
As there are so many resources for nurses
through ISNA, ANA, and our amazing healthcare
organizations, it is sometimes hard to know where
to turn for help when you are experiencing these
symptoms of vicarious traumatization. Those
experiencing difficulty will have different needs.
Reach out, ISNA is there for you, Indiana Nurses at
indiananurses.org.
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their

• Over or under-eating
• Insomnia, or sleeping for short periods of time,
exhausted, dreaming about the experiences of
others
• Difficulty
finding
enjoyment,
personal
satisfaction, or accomplishment in previous
meaningful activities

https://www.USI.edu/health

• Being trapped by working remotely, feeling they
are never doing enough
• Fear of the future
• Preoccupation with others’ experiences
• Hopelessness or not feeling valued
• Blaming others for things that are out of their
control
• Working too many hours
• Experiencing anxiety to near panic attacks
after social isolation when being around people
From an interpersonal perspective conflict (ACA,
2011) victims may assign blame, allow deterioration
of relationships, have reduced communication, be
impatient with others, decrease their collaboration,
withdraw and further isolate themselves from
others. From the personal values/beliefs perspective
dissatisfaction, they may be negative, apathetic,
detached, and have a decreased self-image. They
may experience a disruption in self-capacity (ability
to maintain a positive sense of self), and/or ability
to maintain a sense of connection with others.
Needs, beliefs and relationships may be reduced
in their ability to feel safe, trust others, feel selfesteem, maintain control, and experience intimacy.
From the job performance perspective (ACA, 2011)
victims may experience low motivation, an increased
number of errors, and their work production may
be decreased in quality. Others may avoid job
responsibilities, become over-involved in details or
strive for perfectionism, and may be inflexible when
asked to alter job responsibilities. Vicarious trauma
can also impact relationships with family, friends,
and emotional and physical health.
For me, as a former chief clinical officer, I was
used to being in the command center during

Enter the workforce
with confidence, experience
and excellent preparation
because you chose USI.
Offering the following degrees:
· Bachelor of Science in Nursing
· RN to BSN
· Master of Science in Nursing
· Post MSN Certificate
· Doctor of Nursing Practice
· BSN to DNP

Courses address current topics including global health,
evidence-based practices and informatics.
Flexible course delivery
Valuable practice experiences

